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ABSTRACT

Microtasks are small units of work designed to be completed individually, eventually contributing to a larger goal.
Although microtasks can be performed in isolation, in practice people often complete a chain of microtasks within a
single session. Through a series of crowd-based studies, we
look at how various microtasks can be chained together to
improve efficiency and minimize mental demand, focusing
on the writing domain. We find that participants completed
low-complexity microtasks faster when they were preceded
by the same type of microtask, whereas they found highcomplexity microtasks less mentally demanding when preceded by microtasks on the same content. Furthermore,
participants were faster at starting high-complexity microtasks after completing lower-complexity microtasks, but
completion time and quality were not affected. These findings provide insight into how microtasks can be ordered to
optimize transitions from one microtask to another.
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INTRODUCTION

Microtasks are small units of work that contribute progress
towards a larger goal [11]. Recently, microtasks have been
used to enable crowds of unknown workers to complete
large tasks [7][15], but historically task decomposition has
been used to support personal information management [4]
and task sharing among collaborators [36][39]. For example, a person can organize a personal photo collection by
completing a series of pairwise comparisons [45].
While individual microtasks require limited time to complete, in practice multiple microtasks are often completed
one after another as part of a longer task chain within a
single session. For example, there is evidence that language
learners voluntarily fetch multiple flashcards during microPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
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moments of down time [10][16]. On crowd platforms,
batches of tasks done in chains are not only prevalent, but
also preferred by crowd workers because they leverage a
worker’s growing familiarity with the task [12].
The way that consecutive microtasks are chained affects the
extent to which people complete tasks productively and
continue to engage in the task at hand. Prior research suggests that task interruptions and delays can slow down performance [27][28]. Boredom and fatigue from completing
long chains of tasks can also lead to under-performance and
task abandonment [14][38]. However, past studies have
demonstrated situations in which people continue doing
tasks until a certain milestone has been reached, both on
personal tasks [10] and crowd work [24].
A way to keep people engaged during a chain of microtasks
is to order the tasks in a way that minimizes cognitive load,
which could lead people to complete tasks more easily,
more efficiently and with greater enjoyment. The set of
microtasks performed by an individual can vary: multiple
operations may need to be performed on a single piece of
content (e.g., describing and categorizing an item), multiple
pieces of content may require the same operation (e.g., transcribing audio segments), or operations may have different
complexity levels (e.g., performing easier vs. harder search
tasks). For example, an email-organizing application might
present consecutive emails from the same thread to preserve
continuity of the content, or it might instead group on the
same operation (e.g., rate all emails, then categorize all
emails). In crowd work, microtasks are often routed to
workers in different orders [28], leading to potentially diverse experiences within a single session.
To understand task chaining, we focus on the writing domain. Not only is writing an important and common part of
information work [21][25], but it also offers a particularly
interesting case for effective task chaining because subtasks
in writing vary widely in both content and complexity, from
low-level proofreading to meaning-rich rephrasing and tone
modification. Moreover, writing is a canonically difficult
task to start doing [18][23], a hurdle that could potentially
be addressed using microtasks.
We identify 11 common writing microtasks, and use crowd
workers to evaluate the effect of chaining on microtask continuity (continuing microtask chains of the same complexity
level), microtask transitions (transitioning across microtask
complexity levels), and microtask ease-in (using simpler

microtasks to ease people into more complex microtasks).
Using operation, content, and complexity level as key properties in forming microtask chains, we find that microtasks
have carry-over effects on subsequent microtasks within the
same chain. Ordering affects 1) Continuity within the same
complexity level: low-complexity microtasks chained on
the same operation contribute to faster completion, while
high-complexity microtasks chained on the same content
are perceived to be less mentally demanding; 2) Transitions
between complexity levels: microtasks are completed faster
and are perceived to be better aided by preceding microtasks of the same complexity than by those of a different
complexity; and 3) Easing in to complex tasks: people develop a sense of momentum and are faster to engage with a
high-complexity microtask when it is preceded by lowercomplexity microtasks. As more and more tasks are transformed into microtasks, these findings can be used to chain
microtasks in a way that enhances performance and minimizes mental demands.
RELATED WORK

There is good evidence that the order in which tasks are
done impacts people’s ability to perform them. This is because transitions between consecutive cognitive tasks have
measurable effects on ongoing mental processes. Psychology literature suggests that switching between different tasks
results in slower and more error-prone performance than
focusing on a single task, due to time spent re-configuring
to a new task [32][47]. Beyond multi-tasking, transitions
can also be interrupt-driven. Research shows that interruption from a secondary task harms subsequent performance
on the primary task [5][19] and increases stress [30], even
though people tend to underestimate the cost of these interruptions [27]. Complex tasks are vulnerable to interruptions
[11] because people performing them build up a mental
state that can be disrupted by the state of a secondary task
[8].
Suboptimal transitions between tasks can occur not only
between different activities or during an ongoing task, but
also within a single task that has been broken into microtasks, depending on how the microtasks are chained.
Lasecki et al. found that interjecting contextually relevant
microtasks and delays can hurt worker performance [28].
While iterating on similar tasks can help people build familiarity and expertise [15][34], long chains of similar tasks
can lead to boredom and fatigue [29][38].
Recent work has sought to improve people’s experiences
with microtasks by inserting micro-diversions to provide
timely relief during long chains [14]. Large organizations
have also explored re-designing assembly lines to build task
specialization while still enabling task switching and creativity [3]. Others have aimed to mitigate the effects of task
interruptions, by locating more optimal moments for interruptions [2][26]. On crowd platforms, priming effects [33]
and monetary interventions [48] can also improve perfor-

mance. In our approach, we examine how to optimize transitions through the ordering of existing microtasks.
The process of writing consists of uniquely demanding subtasks that require transforming abstract concepts into prose
that someone else will understand [23]. Task ordering appears particularly critical in this domain; the process of editing text can lead a writer to develop new insights about
the text [18], and the very process of engaging in a task can
increase self-efficacy and the motivation to continue [6].
This suggests individual writing microtasks are not done in
isolation, but rather are affected by a person’s experience
with neighboring microtasks. While recent work has explored ways to scaffold complex writing tasks by breaking
them into subgoals [7][35][44] , in our work we assume an
existing collection of microtasks and investigate the effects
of ordering. For instance, simpler microtasks could be performed first, with the potential side effect of helping people
ramp up to more difficult microtasks. Indeed, workflows
that create short-term goals have been shown to help procrastinators by increasing the perceived likelihood of success [1][17].
In summary, prior research has shown that task transitions
are important, even for microtasks within a single task.
Writing, in particular, is a domain where thoughtful chaining seems likely to be important. The work in this paper
builds on previous studies by examining how microtask
chains can support continuity, help people transition between different microtasks, and allow them to ease in to the
overall process.
PILOT INTERVIEWS

To understand the challenges people commonly face when
transitioning between writing tasks and how they currently
attempt to overcome these barriers, we interviewed 10 people about their writing process. We selected participants
from a range of professions (3 graduate students, 2 corporate managers, 2 professors/lecturers, 1 lawyer, 1 IT specialist, 1 product manager) to elicit common themes across
different work-based writing tasks. Participants were selected on the basis that they reported regularly writing longform documents, including memos, legal contracts, project
specifications, lecture notes, and research papers. We asked
each participant how they transition into writing from other
tasks, and how they transition between different processes
while writing. Several key themes emerged.
Ramping up to high-complexity writing tasks requires substantial cognitive energy. Compared to other tasks such as
email or programming, the production of prose was described to be more mentally taxing due to the seemingly
vast space of phrasing possibilities, the lack of frequent,
objective feedback, and the difficulty transforming abstract
thoughts into a linear sequence of words. As a result, many
reported difficulty getting started writing due to the large
activation energy required: “The main difficulty is the startup inertia. I have a pretty short attention span. If I get discouraged I’ll move away from it quickly.”

People frequently engage in a series of low-complexity
tasks with verifiable results as a way of building momentum
and making initial progress. Examples include proofreading, text formatting, and addressing previous to-dos. For
some, these tasks help them build momentum while expending low effort: “It’s an easy way to check things off the
to-do list, doesn’t require as much thinking.” For others,
low-complexity tasks also yield concrete progress because
they are to some extent self-verifiable: “I do the lowest
hanging fruit first. There’s a right answer for whether this
sentence is grammatically proper.”
Simple tasks on nearby content help people transition to
more complex writing tasks. Many people make light edits
on text they have already written as a means of regaining
familiarity with the text: “The nice thing about a little polishing is that it establishes the context but doesn’t take a lot
of energy.” For others, starting with lighter editing tasks
also helps build focus for more difficult tasks: “It takes less
energy to get into editing, but in the process it gets me into
the more focused mode. That progress helps me with parts
where I do have to think a lot and have to put in some effort.” Participants said that they typically work on the content that is closest to where they intend to start writing, as a
way of getting into the mental state of that content.
Suboptimal task transitions can lead to fatigue or disengagement. Some interviewees expressed the need to transition quickly from simple editing to deeper-level writing, as
too much time spent on simple tasks can lead to the indefinite postponement of more meaning-rich writing: “I don’t
want to get super tired because then I would write nothing
new.” Others were wary of making small edits immediately
after writing new text, due to a fear of losing momentum:
“It takes me a lot of energy to focus on the high level stuff,
so if I get out of that zone, it’s hard to bring me back in.”
Several people took breaks from complex tasks by doing
easy tasks on another part of the document (e.g. font formatting) or elsewhere entirely (e.g. deleting a series of
emails), as a way of still staying productive.
These initial interviews suggest that people who frequently
write for work make use of a number of strategies to transition into and between writing tasks. Some of the people we
spoke with performed low-level operations to build focus
and momentum, while others started by editing nearby content as a way of transitioning smoothly into a more complex
task. These insights helped us develop our research questions, described in the following section.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Our observations about the role of text content and task
operation in easing transitions between low and high complexity tasks motivate the following research questions:
1) Continuity: How are performance and subjective experience of a microtask affected by whether preceding microtasks share the same operation or the same content as
the current microtask?

2) Transitions: How are performance and subjective experience of a microtask affected by whether previous microtasks are of the same complexity or different complexity
as the current microtask?
3) Easing in: How are performance and subjective experience of a complex microtask affected when it is preceded by
simpler microtasks?
To address these questions, we begin by identifying a number of different writing microtasks that are of varying degrees of complexity. We then present the results of three
crowd-based studies designed to explore these three questions using the microtasks we identified.
SELECTING WRITING MICROTASKS

The studies in this paper explore chains of microtasks. In
each study, the microtasks may vary with respect to their:
1) Operation: There are a number of operations that could
make up a writing microtask. We focus specifically on editing tasks that modify or build upon preexisting text.
2) Content: The preexisting text that the operations are
applied to can vary. We identify a corpus of sentences for
editing with similar style and reading level.
3) Complexity: Operations vary by complexity, depending
on the level of involvement the task requires with the text
and its meaning. We establish low, medium, and highcomplexity groups of microtasks.
In this section, we describe how we selected the operations
and content so as to control the amount of variation in each
study, and how we measured microtask complexity.
Microtask Operations

For the studies presented in this paper, it was necessary to
identify sets of easy and hard operations that were considerably different from each other in complexity, but similar
within each set. We first selected a number of common operations (see Table 1) along basic rhetorical dimensions of
writing: mechanics and semantics [40][43]. Tasks in the
mechanics category include checking for technical errors
such as spelling and punctuation. In contrast, semantics
tasks involve more in-depth consideration of meaning, such
as shortening or rephrasing a sentence. We also included
several tasks that are often implicitly executed by the writer, but explicitly completed in many crowdsourcing workflows: Awkcheck (identify whether a sentence sounds
awkward), WordChoice (provide a better word to replace a
given word), and SelectBest (select the best word to replace
an existing word). These may be meaning-rich, but still fast
to complete when supported by a workflow. For example,
the Find-Fix-Verify [7] workflow could be analogously
expressed using Awkcheck (Find), WordChoice (Fix), and
SelectBest (Verify). After several iterations, we identified a
list of eleven microtasks, shown in Table 1.
Note that the operations we selected are just a subsample of
the potential operations. Our goal was not to be exhaustive,
but rather identify an interesting range for study, with sev-

Mechanics

Example Prompt

Example sentences from CHI 2015 paper abstracts

punctuationCheck *

Fix the punctuation error in this sentence,
if one exists.

duplicateCheck *

Fix the spot that has the same word twice
in a row, if one exists.

Selective exposure, the preferential seeking of confirmatory information, can potentially exacerbate fragmentation of online opinions
and lead to biased decisions.

capitalizationCheck *

Fix the capitalization error in this sentence, if one exists.

spellCheck

Fix the spelling error in this sentence, if
one exists.

awkCheck *

How awkward does this sentence sound?
(Rate on 5-point scale)

Crowd

Operation

Select the best re-wording of this sen-

Semantics

selectBest
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tions tone.
for further study.
paraphrase *

Paraphrase this sentence as if you were
saying it to a five-year-old.

shorten *

Without changing it meaning, shorten this
sentence so that it is at most {2/3 of original length} words long.

nextSent

Write a sentence that could make sense if
it came after this sentence.

Table 1. Eleven microtasks commonly performed in writing.
After we analyzed the complexity of these microtasks, those
with asterisks were selected for final studies.

eral operations at similar complexity levels. Pilot studies
suggested these were a reasonable set to pursue.
Microtask Content

The operations we identified were designed to be performed
on sentences. We gathered sentences from CHI 2015 paper
abstracts to use in our studies. We chose this source because abstracts are prominent and complex, condensing a
body of work into a single paragraph. We targeted sentences that were comprehensible on their own but required considerable mental processing to understand. Starting with
3701 sentences, we removed those with technical terminology that might make the sentence difficult to understand
without external knowledge. Of the remaining 3115 sentences, we kept only those that were relatively complex by
calculating the Automated Readability Index [42] and selecting 300 sentences at around the 75th percentile, with an
Automated Readability Index of 18 – 23. Several example
sentences are shown in Table 2.
Microtask Complexity

To identify the complexity of each operation applied to this
content, we conducted a between-subject study on Amazon
Mechanical Turk. We analyzed how microtasks compared
along the following dimensions of complexity: semantic
processing, time, mental demand, interest, meaningfulness,
and open-endedness. We then used these results to select
sets of high and low complexity microtasks for further
study.

This paper describes a study of algorithmic living with Trace, a mobile
mapping application that generates walking routes based on digital
sketches people create and annotate without a map.
We found that collective action publics tread a precariously narrow
path between the twin perils of stalling and friction, balancing with
each step between losing momentum and flaring into acrimony.

Table 2. Examples from the 300-sentence corpus used in our
studies. Sentences in the corpus are at the 75th percentile of
reading difficulty among CHI 2015 paper abstracts, determined using the Automated Readability Index.
Complexity Metrics

We examine semantic processing, or the extent to which
meaning is processed during a task, as a key measure of
microtask complexity. This is based on evidence that semantic processing is associated with the depth and elaborateness of mental processing [13]. We also measure time
spent on a microtask and perceived mental demand. Because complexity is sometimes associated with involvement
on a task, we also include questions on interest and meaningfulness, based on existing research on motivation and
involvement [31][49]. Lastly, we include a question on
open-endedness because pilot interviewees described it as a
key component of their writing difficulties.
Method

Each participant was randomly assigned to an operation,
and completed that microtask operation on a particular sentence. After the microtask, the participant answered subjective questions about the microtask, followed by a multiplechoice quiz about the meaning of the sentence. The subjective questions included the mental demand portion of the
NASA-TLX [22], and Likert scale items about interest,
meaningfulness, and open-endedness. The multiple-choice
quiz was modeled after a common question on the TOEFL
exam, which asks the person to select which of three sentences is most similar in meaning to the original sentence.
We used accuracy on the quiz as a measure of semantic
processing during the microtask. In addition to the eleven
microtasks, we also included a baseline condition (quizonly), where only the quiz was completed without any preceding microtask. The original sentence was hidden during
the quiz for all aside from the quiz-only condition.
In early iterations, we found that objective measures on
writing tasks, such as task completion time and semantic
processing, fluctuate considerably depending on the nuances of the sentence, even if those sentences are of similar
readability. To eliminate confounds resulting from sentence
variations, in each study of this paper we hold the sentence
constant on any microtasks being compared, but randomly
sampled from the corpus otherwise.
We restricted participants to those on Amazon Mechanical
Turk residing in the United States with at least a 95% ap-

Figure 1. The level of semantic processing (quiz accuracy) by
operation. In all conditions except the control (labeled quizonly), the original sentence was hidden during the quiz. On
average, 22 participants completed each operation. Based on
these results, we selected low, medium, and high-complexity
operations for further study.

proval rating. Each person was compensated $0.30 and repeat participation was disallowed. To avoid selection bias,
the same HIT preview page was displayed to all participants regardless of which condition they were placed in.
264 participated in the study.
Given that semantics-level microtasks involve more indepth consideration of meaning than mechanics-level microtasks, we expect these tasks to exhibit greater semantic
processing (higher quiz performance), impose more mental
demand, take longer time to complete, and be considered
more open-ended than mechanics-level tasks.
Analysis

In all studies, we tracked any loss of browser window focus, and excluded timing data for those who were away for
more than fifteen seconds. Extreme outliers were also removed. For any timing data that was not normally distributed, but was log-normal, we applied a log-transformation
before running significance tests. Accuracy metrics (e.g.,
quiz performance) were evaluated using a logistic regression. For Likert scale items, we report on ANOVA results,
but non-parametric tests yielded empirically similar results.
Results

Using this approach, we were able to identify microtasks of
different complexities, as shown in Figure 1. The task of
shortening a sentence (shorten) led to the best performance
on the quiz, whereas the task of checking for punctuation
error (punctCheck) led to the worst performance. Interestingly, mechanics tasks led to below random quiz performance. Because the wrong quiz answers typically contained
words from the original sentence, whereas the correct answer modified words while kept the original meaning intact, it is possible that those in the mechanics conditions
simply guessed by selecting answers containing words they
had seen.
As expected, we found significant differences between all
pairs of mechanics microtasks and semantics microtasks

Figure 2. Medium-complexity microtasks are similar to lowcomplexity microtasks on mental demand, task time, and semantic processing, but similar to high-complexity microtasks
on open-endedness, interest, and meaningfulness.

(p<0.05), with the exception of spellCheck and nextSent.
Semantics microtasks had significantly higher semantic
processing and longer task time, were perceived to be more
open-ended and imposed greater mental demand than mechanics microtasks. SpellCheck and nextSent did not align
well with these categories, possibly because spellcheck
sometimes activates a moderate level of semantic processing [20], and nextSent may be open-ended enough to be
completed without fully understanding the original sentence. No differences were found within each set of mechanics tasks and semantics task s.
In analyzing the crowd-based microtasks (awkCheck,
wordChoice, selectBest), we find that even though all three
microtasks performed similarly on semantic processing,
wordChoice took longer to complete, likely because it involved generating new content. Excluding wordChoice (as
well as spellCheck and nextSent for reasons stated above),
we compared how the crowd-based microtasks {awkCheck,
selectBest} compared to mechanics and semantics operations. While awkCheck and selectBest had lower semantic
processing, mental demand, and completion time than semantics microtasks (all p<0.05), they were also more interesting and open-ended than mechanics microtasks (all
p<0.05), and more meaningful than mechanics with marginal significance (p=0.06) (Figure 2).
Based on the results, we chose a subset of these operations
for further study. Our goal was to select sets of operations
at opposite ends of the complexity spectrum, such that the
sets are substantially different in complexity, but with similar enough operations within each set to be interchangeably
used in our studies. We thus select {capitalizeCheck, punctuationCheck, duplicateCheck} to be low-complexity microtasks (L), and {paraphrase, toneChange, shorten} to be
high-complexity microtasks (H). We also select {awkCheck, selectBest} to be medium-complexity microtasks

ty, they demonstrated the most consistent performance
across the complexity metrics previously described. Participants were compensated $1.00 for the study. 183 people
completed the study.
Measures

We used measures of time, quality, mental demand, helpfulness and enjoyment to understand continuity.

Figure 3. In low-complexity chains, the final microtask was
completed faster in the same-operation condition. In highcomplexity chains, participants found the final microtask less
mentally demanding in the same-content condition.

(M), since they are more interesting than low-complexity
tasks, but easier than high-complexity tasks.
MICROTASK CONTINUITY

Using the microtasks identified in the previous section, we
evaluate how ordering affects microtask chains through a
series of three studies, spaced across several weeks. We
first assess microtask continuity: how task chaining affects
a chain of microtasks with the same complexity. We asked
participants to perform a series of microtasks, and evaluated
their experience on the final microtask. We varied whether
preceding microtasks had shared the same operation or the
same content as the final microtask. In addition, we examined whether these effects depend on the complexity-level
of the microtask.
Method

- Time. We measured time spent on the final task.
- Quality. In L chains, we computed whether the participant
correctly fixed the mechanics error on the final task. In H
chains, the sentences produced by participants on the final
task were each rated on a 5-point Likert scale by three different workers on Mechanical Turk.
- Mental demand. Participants completed the mental demand portion of the NASA TLX about the final task.
- Helpfulness. Participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale to
what extent the first two tasks helped them do the final task.
- Enjoyment. Participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale to
what extent they enjoyed the full microtask chains.
Because L microtasks are easier and encourage speed, we
expected these microtasks to benefit more from sameoperation chains which enable people to perform a series of
similar microtasks in a row. Conversely, because H tasks
are more cognitive and semantically rich, we hypothesized
they would benefit from same-content chains, which allow
people to focus and build on similar content across multiple
microtasks.
Results

The study followed a 2 (complexity) x 2 (chain type) between-subject design, where complexity was either high (H)
or low (L), and chain type was either same-operation or
same-content. In all conditions, the chain consisted of three
consecutive microtasks. In the same-operation conditions,
participants did the same task (e.g., paraphrase, paraphrase,
paraphrase) on three different sentences. In same-content
conditions, participants did three different tasks (e.g.,
changeTone, shorten, paraphrase) on one single sentence.
We used three tasks per chain because we had three operations per complexity level to work with. The study used a
between-subject design because our goal was specifically to
evaluate the effects of one microtask on the next, which
could be potentially confounded in a within-subject design
containing consecutive conditions.

Overall, we found that tasks were affected by the preceding
tasks, and that complexity-level was an important factor in
mediating the effects of chain type. Low-complexity microtasks took less time when preceded by same-operation
microtasks, but high-complexity microtasks were perceived
to be less demanding when preceded by same-content microtasks (Figure 3). Specifically, we found a significant
interaction effect between complexity and chain type on
task completion time (F(1,149)=6.6, p<0.05). In lowcomplexity chains, participants completed the final microtask faster when it was preceded by same-operation
tasks (mean=14.91 sec) than by same-content tasks
(mean=18.49 sec), a difference of 3.58 seconds (p<0.05).
However, no significant time difference was found on highcomplexity conditions. In addition, no difference in quality
was found.

In all microtasks aside from the final one in each chain,
sentences were randomly sampled from the sentence corpus, and the order of sentences and task types was randomized for each participant. For the purpose of comparing
performance on the final task, the sentence and task type of
the final task was held constant. The final H task in a chain
of high-complexity tasks was always paraphrase, and the
final L task in a chain of low-complexity tasks was always
duplicateCheck. We chose these particular microtasks because, compared to other microtasks of the same complexi-

In analyzing mental demand, we observed a marginally
significant interaction effect between complexity and chain
type (F(1,179)=3.35, p=0.06) (Figure 3). We therefore examined high-complexity and low-complexity conditions
separately. On high-complexity chains, those in the samecontent condition found the final task significantly less
mentally demanding (mean=3.85) than those in the sameoperation condition (mean=4.95, p<0.01). This suggests
that the semantic meaning extracted during a H task builds

Figure 4. Same-complexity microtasks led to significantly faster completion time on the final microtask, compared to different-complexity microtasks and control conditions.

Figure 5. H microtasks were perceived to be significantly more
helpful than L microtasks for completing final H microtask
when chaining across complexity.

up a mental state [8] about the sentence that is then utilized
on subsequent tasks requiring access to the same state.

Similar to the previous study, microtask order was randomized for all except for the final microtask. The same content
was held constant throughout the chains, and each participant did three different operations within each chain, where
the last H microtask was paraphrase and last L microtask
was duplicateCheck. The measures were the same as those
described under the Microtask Continuity section, and participants were compensated $1.00 for the study. A total of
173 people participated in the experiment.

Lastly, we found that initial microtasks were perceived to
be significantly more helpful to the final microtask in highcomplexity chains (mean=5.21) than in low-complexity
chains (mean=4.46, F(1,179)=9.09, p<0.005). However,
overall enjoyment was greater on low-complexity chains
(mean=5.98) than high-complexity chains (mean=5.40,
F(1,179)=7.43, p<0.05). This is consistent with our earlier
finding that low-complexity microtasks can be completed
without as much scaffolding or semantic processing.
In summary, low-complexity microtasks were completed
faster when preceded by same-operation microtasks. However, high-complexity microtasks felt less mentally demanding when preceded by same-content microtasks.
MICROTASK TRANSITIONS

In the previous study we found that a person’s experience
with a microtask was affected by whether preceding tasks
were of the same operation or the same content, given a
constant complexity-level. However, microtask complexity
might also vary within a chain of tasks. In writing, one
might perform diverse modifications on the same section of
content, with some that are more cognitively complex than
others. In this study, we investigate the effects of transitioning between microtasks of the same complexity or different
complexity, when the content is the same.
Method

The study followed a 2 (complexity) x 3 (chain type) between-subject design, with all microtasks performed on the
same content. The complexity of the final microtask was
either high or low, and the chain type was either samecomplexity, different-complexity, or a control which had no
microtasks before the final microtask. Specifically, the six
conditions were: LLL (same-complexity), HHL (differentcomplexity), L-only (control), HHH (same-complexity),
LLH (different-complexity), and H-only (control). We included L-only and H-only as control conditions to understand how performing a microtask with no preceding tasks
compares to one that transitions from other microtasks,
since these complexity shifts could impose a mental switch
cost [47].

Since L microtasks demand relatively little semantic processing, we do not expect performance to be affected by
whether the task is preceded by H tasks (HHL) or L tasks
(LLL). Furthermore, if transitioning from H to L imposes
an additional switch cost, HHL might perform worse than
L-only. In contrast, because H tasks are more cognitive in
nature and require semantic processing, we expect lead-up
H tasks (HHH) to serve an advantage over lead-up L tasks
(LLH). If transitioning from L to H imposes an additional
switch cost, LLH might also perform worse than H-only.
Results

Overall, we found that the complexity of initial microtasks
mattered, and their helpfulness was also perceived differently depending on the complexity of the final microtask. A
two-way ANOVA found a significant main effect of chain
type on task time (F(2,139)=12.09, p<0.005). Post-hoc
Tukey tests indicate that same-complexity chains led to
faster completion times on the final microtask (mean=46.46
sec), compared to control (mean=64.60 sec) and differentcomplexity (mean=61.47 sec) chains (p<0.05, Figure 4). No
differences in quality were found.
Furthermore, we saw a significant interaction effect of
complexity and chain type on perceived helpfulness
(F(1,116)=11.49, p<0.0005) (Figure 5). For chains ending
in a high-complexity microtask, those in the samecomplexity condition (HHH) found the lead-up tasks to be
significantly more helpful (mean=4.89) than those in the
different-complexity condition (LLH) (mean=2.27,
p<0.0005). However, no difference was found between
chains ending on a low-complexity microtask. Hence, for
chains ending on complex microtasks, same-complexity

Figure 6. Typing started significantly sooner when an H microtask was preceded by M microtasks on the same content.

chains were perceived to offer a cognitive benefit over different-complexity chains.
Lastly, H-only tasks were significantly less enjoyable
(mean=4.08) than L-only tasks (mean=5.71, p<0.005). Even
though H tasks may be valuable to future H tasks, they demand an upfront ramp-up of meaning and focus that demands effort. On average, those in the H-only condition
spent 33 seconds longer completing the task than those who
first completed other H tasks (HHH condition). The equivalent time lost was only 11 seconds in the L-only condition.
We found no evidence that transitioning between complexities dampens performance compared to starting off immediately with the final microtask. No significant difference
was found on either time or quality between differentcomplexity and control conditions. We hypothesize that
starting immediately with the final microtask is itself a task
switch, since it still demands mentally transitioning from
the user’s previous activity.
In summary, same-complexity microtasks led to faster
completion times and were perceived to be more helpful
when the final microtask was complex. Low-complexity
microtasks were completed slower when preceded by highcomplexity microtasks than when preceded by lowcomplexity microtasks, possibly due to a depletion of mental resources [41]. However, we found no evidence that
complexity-switching is worse than starting immediately on
the microtask, possibly because the latter still incurs a
switch cost. Completing an initial high-complexity microtask may also be particularly arduous, even if that effort
pays off on future high-complexity tasks. These findings
raise the question of how microtasks could be better
chained to ease people into meaning-rich microtasks.
MICROTASK EASE IN

In the previous study, we found that initial H tasks were
valuable to the completion of further H tasks of similar content, but they were also cognitively demanding and less
enjoyable to do compared to L tasks. In this study, we examine whether performing lower-complexity microtasks
can help people start a high-complexity microtask sooner,
while simultaneously accomplishing a unit of work itself.

Figure 7. Participants felt they had significantly greater momentum going into an H microtask when it was first preceded
by L microtasks on the same content.
Method

To understand the impact of leading up with various kinds
of simpler microtasks, we conducted a between-subject
study with a 2 (complexity) x 2 (content) design, where the
complexity of the first two microtasks was either low (L) or
medium (M), and the content was either same or different
from the final microtask. We also include a H-only condition with no lead-up microtasks to serve as a control. All
conditions ended on a high-complexity microtask. We include M microtasks as a potentially interesting class of
lead-up tasks because they were perceived to be more interesting and open-ended than L microtasks, yet still faster and
easier to complete than H microtasks (see Selecting Writing
Microtasks). We also compare same-content to differentcontent lead-up tasks because same-content was previously
found to help build context toward a high-complexity task
(see Microtask Continuity).
The four conditions were: LLH_same, MMH_same,
LLH_diff, MMH_diff, and H-only. Similar to previous
studies in this paper, the final (H) microtask was a paraphrase task across conditions, the order of the first two task
operations was randomized, and the first two sentences
were also randomly sampled in the different-content conditions. Participants were compensated $0.50 for the study.
201 people participated in the study.
Measures

As with the previous studies we used measures of time,
quality, and mental demand. We also looked at the amount
of time it took to start a task and measures of participantreported momentum and warm-up.
- Time, Quality, Mental Demand on the final task, as before.
- FirstTypeTime. We measured the duration between the
final task appearing and the person starting to type.
- Momentum. Participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale to
what extent they felt momentum going into the final task.
- Warm-up. Participants rated on a 7-point Likert scale how
mentally warmed up they felt going into the final task.
To prevent the questionnaire itself from confounding the
experience of completing a task chain, all Likert-scale questions were asked after the final task.

Because tasks chained on the same content could help build
awareness of meaning, we hypothesize same-content leadup tasks to yield stronger benefits than different-content
lead-up tasks. M lead-up tasks may be more helpful than L
lead-up tasks, due to greater meaning extracted.
Results

Lead-up microtasks had an effect on the final microtask,
and these effects varied depending on their properties. We
found a significant effect of condition on FirstTypeTime
(F(4,195)=5.4, p<0.0005), the results of which are shown in
Figure 6. Participants initiated typing significantly sooner in
the MMH_same condition (mean=16.11 sec) than the Honly condition (mean=46.71 sec), a difference of 30.6 seconds (p<0.005, Tukey’s post-hoc test). While typing does
not necessarily mean faster engagement, it does suggest
they were able to start transforming thoughts into text sooner, possibly due to context gained from the lead-up tasks.
Whereas 43% of MMH_same participants started typing
within 10 seconds of the H task being displayed, only 11%
started typing in the H_only condition, and 38% in the
LLH_same condition. The difference between LLH_same
and H-only was marginally significant after post-hoc correction (p=0.08). No difference in quality was found.
Additionally, participants in the LLH_same condition reported a significantly greater sense of momentum going
into the final task (mean=5.17), compared to H_only participants (mean=4.03, p<0.05) (Figure 7). The concrete, selfcontained nature of low-complexity tasks may have helped
build initial rhythm. Lastly, users in the LLH_same condition felt significantly more mentally warmed up
(mean=5.25) than those in the LLH_diff condition
(mean=3.87, p<0.05), suggesting that some awareness of
content could be developed even during low-level mechanics tasks. However, given that participants did not perceive
L microtasks to help with H microtasks in the prior study
(see Microtask Transition results), these benefits may be
subtle, and may be less obvious to the average user.
Although same-content lead-up tasks contributed to greater
momentum and earlier action taken, we found no significant difference in task completion time on the final H task.
Compared to L microtasks, the open-ended nature of H
microtasks may mean that task time is not only attributed to
efficiency, but also immersion in the task. Our post-hoc

Microtask Ease-In

Figure 8. After performing M microtasks on the same content,
participants made many deletes during the H microtask.

Microtask Transitions

Microtask Continuity

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
RQ 1: When chains have the same complexity across microtasks,
what is the effect of continuing on the same operation vs. same
content?
- In low-complexity chains, same-operation resulted in faster
completion time on the final microtask than same-content.
- In high-complexity chains, same-content resulted in lower mental demand on the final microtask than same-operation.
RQ 2: When chains use the same content across microtasks, what
is the effect of transitioning from microtasks of the same complexity vs. different complexity?
- Same-complexity resulted in faster time on the final microtask
than different-complexity and control conditions.
- Same-complexity was perceived to be more helpful than different-complexity to a final high-complexity microtask.
- Starting directly with a high-complexity microtask was less
enjoyable than starting directly with a low-complexity microtask.
RQ 3: How is a person’s experience on a complex microtask affected when it is preceded by simpler microtasks?
- People started typing sooner if they first completed mediumcomplexity microtasks on the same content.
- People perceived greater momentum if they first completed lowcomplexity microtasks on the same content.
- People felt more mentally warmed up if they first completed
low-complexity microtasks on the same content, compared to lowcomplexity microtasks on different content.

Table 3. Summary of findings from studies on Microtask Continuity, Microtask Transitions, and Microtask Ease In.

evaluations found that those in the MMH_same condition
made a relatively large number of deletions during the H
task (mean=5.9), suggesting a certain level of involvement
(Figure 8) that may contribute to longer task times.
In summary, high-complexity microtasks were initiated
sooner when preceded by medium-complexity microtasks,
and were perceived to have greater momentum when preceded by low-complexity microtasks. We observed these
effects only in same-content chains, suggesting that some
content awareness is developed even on low-complexity
microtasks. These findings are consistent with ease-in strategies described by participants in our pilot interviews, and
lend support to prior work that shows concrete, short-term
goals can help people get started on larger tasks [1][4].
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

We have seen that microtasks have carryover effects on
subsequent microtasks, both in chains that continued with
the same complexity and that transitioned across complexities. Table 3 summarizes our results. Given that the overall
time taken to complete a chain of tasks was short (median=132 seconds), the ordering effects we observed may
have far-reaching cumulative effects. In this section, we
discuss how our findings can be used by researchers and
practitioners to improve microtask chains for writing.
Build momentum using same-operation L microtasks.
At the start of a microtask chain, when users may be less
focused, performing a series of low-complexity microtasks
on the same operation could help build speed and rhythm.
On low-complexity tasks, we found that same-operation

chains led to higher efficiency compared to same-content
chains (see Microtask Continuity). Preserving the same type
of operation while switching on content may be particularly
apt at the start of a chain, a time when users have relatively
little context and are still acquainting to the task.
Transition using L and M microtasks on similar content. As high-complexity microtasks may be painstaking to
do at the start of a chain (see Microtask Transition), lowcomplexity microtasks could help build momentum and
awareness of meaning, while simultaneously completing a
unit of work. In our study (see Microtask Ease-In), M microtasks enabled people to start typing sooner on a subsequent H microtask, and L microtasks were perceived to
build momentum, but only in cases where content was similar to that of the final H task.
Avoid switching content during a series of H microtasks.
Because the rich meaning extracted during a H task builds
up semantic understanding about the content, interleaving
content during H tasks may disrupt the mental state [8] associated with the task. Instead, staying on the same content
could enhance experience on subsequent H tasks requiring
access to the same state, building continuity in the task at
hand. Participants rated H microtasks less mentally demanding when preceded by same-content microtasks than
when preceded by same-operation microtasks (see Microtask Continuity). In crowd work, where several operations may be needed for multiple pieces of content, presenting similar content consecutively (e.g., adjacent audio segments) could help preserve the context gained in earlier
tasks. In personal tasks, organizing tasks by region of content (e.g., email thread or lecture topic) could alleviate cognitive effort amidst competing priorities.
Consider switching content on transitions from H to L.
Although transitions into H microtasks are supported by
tasks with similar content, transitions into L microtasks
demand less context and awareness of meaning. In fact,
performance was slower when low-complexity tasks were
preceded by high-complexity tasks on the same content,
than when they were preceded by low-complexity tasks on
the same content (see Microtask Transition). After completing a meaning-rich H task, shifting the content could potentially give a renewed perspective or “fresh eyes” to a lowlevel task such as proofreading, though without further investigation, this implication remains preliminary.
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our findings demonstrate the substantial impact that small
changes in microtask ordering could have on users. While
same-operation chains aid in the efficiency of simple microtasks, same-content chains may help alleviate mental
burden on more complex microtasks. Ordering low-level
microtasks first may help people start meaning-rich tasks on
the same content. Easing the transition into meaningful
work is not only important in personal tasks, where users
often have to cope with interruptions, but also on crowd
platforms where workers regularly switch tasks [28].

Although our studies provide direct implications for editing,
the general classes of measures that were investigated (operation, content, and complexity) can be found in diverse
domains, and provide a baseline for future work in this area.
Aside from information management and crowd work, task
chains are also common in educational exercises [9], microvolunteer work [46], and systems for rehabilitation [37]. As
more tasks are transformed into micro-components, systems
should consider the user’s cumulative experience and
memory when ordering microtasks.
Given that individuals often engage in simple tasks as a
way of starting more complex tasks, effective chaining
could aid not only transitions between microtasks, but also
transitions into larger tasks. One could imagine leveraging
different ease-in chains for different purposes. For example,
since medium-complexity microtasks led to faster action
initiation, they could be used in mobile scenarios, when a
user may otherwise be unmotivated to start a meaning-rich
task. Alternatively, low-complexity microtasks can help
build initial momentum in a desktop scenario, where the
user simply needs support re-gaining focus.
In a complex system, microtask ordering may be subject to
interdependencies and global constraints. Our findings
could be combined with those additional constraints to inform which microtask ought to be presented next, given a
history of recently completed microtasks and their properties. Although we used sentence-level units, the microtask
properties described could be applied to longer text, such as
keeping same-content chains within the same region of a
document. We leave document-level tasks to future work.
Lastly, the task chains in our studies were relatively short,
and were evaluated on text that was not originally authored
by the participants. We held constant the chain length and
text across conditions in order to study ordering effects
alone. Future work should investigate ordering effects in
longer chains, and explore situations that leverage an individual’s long-term familiarity with the content.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we showed that microtasks have nonnegligible effects on other microtasks within the same
chain, and demonstrated how key properties of a microtask
(operation, content, and complexity) mediate the efficiency,
mental workload, and activation of future microtasks.
Through a series of studies focusing on writing, we found
that small changes in task ordering can significantly affect
microtask continuity, transitions, and ease-in. Taken together, these findings have important implications for designing effective microtask chains for writing.
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